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1 Introduction

The International Linear Collider (ILC) is expected to play a key role in a
search for Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs), dark matter can-
didates which are expected from many astrophysical and cosmological obser-
vations, and their interpretation within the ΛCDM model. The main target
process, which can be considered at ILC, is WIMP pair-production, where the
interaction is tagged by the observation of a hard ISR photon and no other
activity in the detector.

The process of WIMP pair-production at ILC can be described in an almost
model-independent way using the Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach. We
assume the mass of the mediator particle to be well above the maximum mo-
mentum transfer scale given by

√
s. Instead of looking at many free parameters

of a particular model (mediator mass (M) and couplings (gf , gχ)) the process is
treated as an effective four-point interaction (

gfgχ
q2−M2 → 1

Λ2 ). Consequently the
results in this study are valid only when the mass of the considered mediator is
well above the momentum transfer.

We examined the detector and physics performances for two different ILD
detector models namely IDR-L and IDR-S add citations?. This study is based
on the earlier study done by M. Habermehl[1]. The analysis code used in this
paper is available at [2].
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2 WIMP Signal and background

Instead of repeating a full chain of the event generation and reconstruction
for different signal hypotheses, we made use of the e+e− → νν + ISR events,
which contribute to irreducible background to WIMP pair-production process.
We define WIMP signal event samples by reweighting the e+e− → νν + ISR
events, with weight functions depending on the polar angle (θγ) and the energy
(Eγ) of the ISR photon.

Apart from the e+e− → νν + ISR background mentioned above, also the
Bhabha process (e+e− → e+e− + ISR) gives significant background contri-
bution as the electrons are often scattered at very small angles (go down the
beam-pipe). Other Standard Model processes, which could be considered as a
background, either contain jets or charged particles, which makes it relatively
easy to distinguish them from a WIMP pair-production event. At the earlier
studies[3, 4] they were shown to give a small contribution the final background
level. As this study focuses on the detector performance effects, processes other
than e+e− → νν and e+e− → e+e− (+ ISR) are not considered.

2.1 Signal definition

We define our signal events to take into account reconstruction deffits and fea-
tures of the detector, and avoid regions in parameter space with high background
levels.

First, we require to be within tracker acceptance to distinguish photons and
charged particles. An efficient track reconstruction with the Forward Tracking
Disks is possible above 7◦. This leads to our requirement for the polar angle of
7◦ < θ < 173◦.

Second, we require a minimum transverse momentum of the photon so that
we can identify Bhabha events, at least one electron or positron in each Bhabha
event has to be reconstructed in the detector. This ensures to suppress the
Bhabha scattering background. Since the inner rim of BeamCal has φ-dependent
shape, we apply pT cut depending on φ accordingly. In summary, we apply pT >
1.92 GeV for |φγ | > 35◦ and pT > 5.65 GeV for |φγ | ≤ 35◦, where pT is in the
coordinate system of the forward calorimeter BeamCal.

Finally, we require a minimum and maximum energy of the photon. The
minimum energy of 2 GeV is applied to reject reconstructed photon candidates
which might be the result of noise in the detector. The maximum energy of 220
GeV is applied to reject the radiative return (to the Z boson) events, which has
a significant cross-section.

3 MC samples

Few sentences with general description of the simulation framework should be
included here. Also, the problem with BCal background map should be men-
tioned (and the solution described) in the main text! I would also expect few
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general statements about the event samples (generator level cuts, cross sec-
tions, numbers of events, corresponding luminosities). Maybe one could add
more information to table 1 and ’hide’ the links by using references?

The information of the MC samples used in the presented analysis can be
found at the links listed in the Tab. 1.

Model process beam pol. URL

IDR-L

ννNγ
eLpR https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/240

eRpL https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/240

eeNγ

eLpL https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/241

eLpR https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/242

eRpL https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/243

eRpR https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/246

IDR-S

ννNγ
eLpR https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/287

eRpL https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/287

eeNγ

eLpL https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/283

eLpR https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/284

eRpL https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/285

eRpR https://ild.ngt.ndu.ac.jp/elog/dbd-prod/286

Table 1: MC samples used in this note. There are another set of s5 samples also
in the links listed as IDR-L category (240-246) but we did not use them due to
the fact that they were produced with a wrong BCal background map.
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4 Detector performance

Some general introduction to this part needed. What are the main challenges in
the analysis? And how are we trying to address them? Where are the differences
betwee IDR-S and IDR-L expected to show up?

4.1 Photon reconstruction

For the events passed the requirements described at Sec.2.1, the number of
reconstructed photons is plotted as a function of the energy and the polar angle
for single photon events. These examples are shown just to explain how the
coming plots (Fig. 2) are produced. (The example plots were produced with a
IDR-S sample, νν̄Ng, eLpR case.) Too few details given. Which sample (process
+ polarisation) was used for this plots? Were any selection cuts applied on the
photon energy or angle before filling the plots? Without defining them, the term
’single photon event’ does not make sense. Maybe the cuts were already applied
on the generator level, but this should also be stated clearly! Is the Z scale on
the plots linear or logarithmic (could be plotted)?

One should also mention what are the main reasons for reconstructing more
than one photon.

Figure 1: Left:Number of reconstructed photons with regard to the energy of
the MC photon in single photon events. Right:Number of reconstructed photons
with regard to the polar angle of the MC photon in single photon events.

Based on such 2D plots in Fig. 1, the averaged number of reconstructed
photons and the RMS of the number of reconstructed photons were computed
for each x-bin. The averaged number of reconstructed photons per generated
photon (Ngen=1) is shown as a function of the energy and the polar angle in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The number of reconstructed photons per generated photon as a
function of the signal photon energy.

4.2 Events with charged particles

This section also needs some more explanation. At the moment there is no
description at all and one needs to have Moritz thesis opened in another window
to comprehend. It is for example not clear what event selection is applied here
(captions mention events that fulfill the signal definition?). What are the cuts
added from figure to figure? This should be described in the main text, not only
in captions.

It would also be nice to indicate what we want to figure out based on these
plots. In my opinion, each plot should be at least mentioned in the main text. I
would also indicate the main point which is supposed to be demonstrated by the
figure.

Some conclusions should probably be drawn from these plots concerning the
detector performance. Do we see any differences between IDR-L and IDR-S?
The shapes look very similar, but it is not clear if the same applies to the nor-
malization (numbers of entries are not indicated).
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Figure 3: Comparison between IDR-L and IDR-S models on the transverse
momentum of electrons and positrons in events that fulfill the signal definition.
The colors indicate different origins of the processes; particles that originate
from overlay, daughter particles of a matrix element photon (i.e. photons which
converted into a pair of charged particles) and the remaining particles. Note
that even signal-like process (ννNγ) can have charged particles because of beam-
induced photon-photon interactions. More Bhabha scattering events distribute
at high-energy regions than neutrino pair events. Events with a transverse
momentum of an electron or positron above 0.5 GeV are discarded. This caption
is much too large. Most of it should be moved to the main text.
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 3 but on the transverse momentum of PFOs in events
that fulfill the signal definition. Events with a charged pT above 3 GeV are
discarded.
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Figure 5: Energy of photons in the remaining events after the pT cuts.
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Figure 6: Energy of V0s in the remaining events after the pT cuts.
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Figure 7: Energy of neutrons in the remaining events after the pT cuts.
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Figure 8: Energy of electrons in the remaining events after the pT cuts. Due to
the previous cuts on the transverse momentum of charged particles, the energy
range of the remaining electrons is restricted to lower values and originate from
overlay. I would sugges to change the plot range accordingly.
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Figure 9: Energy of muons in the remaining events after the pT cuts. Due to
the previous cuts on the transverse momentum of charged particles, the energy
range of the remaining muons is restricted to lower values and originate from
overlay. I would sugges to change the plot range accordingly.
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Figure 10: Energy of pions in the remaining events after the pT cuts. Due to
the previous cuts on the transverse momentum of charged particles, the energy
range of the remaining pions is restricted to lower values and originate from
overlay. I would sugges to change the plot range accordingly.
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Figure 11: Sum of the energies of all PFOs in the event, without the signal
photon. Events remaining after the pT criterion are considered.
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Figure 12: Sum of the energies of PFOs except for neutrons and pions in the
event, without the signal photon. Events remaining after the pT criterion are
considered.
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4.3 BCal vetoing (IDR plot)

Description of the analysis procedure is missing again. Main points have to be
made to make the note readable.

Clear difference is observed between two models. What are the conclusions,
at this point, from the detector model comparison?
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Figure 13: Comparison between IDR-L and IDR-S models on the number of
BCal clusters. The histograms are stacked. (500 fb−1, no beam polarization).
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5 Physics performance

Even when giving a reference for full, detailed description, main points of the
procedure should be included here.

It would probably be better to give the luminosities for polarisation combina-
tions in form of a table.

Fig. 14 shows the exclusion limits for the H20 scenario: 1600 fb−1 each with
the opposite sign polarization combinations P (e−, e+) = (±80%,∓30%) and
400 fb−1 each for the same sign combinations (±80%,±30%), which hereafter
we simply denote by (−−,−+,+−,++) = (10%, 40%, 40%, 10%). For technical
details, see Chapter 7 in [1] (Sec 7.4 for systematic uncertainties considered
here).
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Figure 14: 95% confidence level exclusion limits for different effective oper-
ators with a realistic sharing of the polarization at 4ab−1 of H20 scenario;
(−−,−+,+−,++) = (10%, 40%, 40%, 10%).

√
s = 500 GeV.
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6 Conclusion

Conclusions concerning the detector performance comparison should be given.
The candidate plots for IDR would be:

• Fig. 2

• I would also consider Fig. 5

• Fig. 13

• Fig. 14
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